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Welcome to Greater Manchester Police live chat.
This system is for non-emergency help only.
We will only use your email address if you request a copy of this chat session.
For more information please see our privacy statement
Please wait for a site agent to respond...
Agent 67945 has joined the chat.
67945

Bruce Lamb. Welcome to Greater Manchester Police's live chat. How can I help?
Bruce Lamb

Id like to report a crime that is happening but your emergency 999isnt the most apprpriate mechanism for
what is occurring. I have evidence and ive linked it in a number of documents which id like to post with you.
Its linked to the supposed Covid 19 pandemic and 5G and is intended to prevent harm to the public on a
number of levels.
Im quite prepared to talk with informed oﬃcers at a station once we have lodged information here. Thanks
67945

What is happening please
Bruce Lamb

Microwave Radiation of the public at beyond levels that is safe to humans. This is also linked to false data
being distributed by the government. I have the documents resources and data required also two examples
in South Manchester in Hale Barnes and Timperley that need investigation.
67945

If you haqve concerns I will pass you the link
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Thank you for the information please can you report online via https://www.gmp.police.uk/tua/tell-usabout/c19/tell-us-about-possible-breach-coronavirus-measures/
Bruce Lamb

The data required is in this text. Please have an informed oﬃcer start to look at this and we can make some
progress to prevent genocide taking place. https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/the-police-report
Unfortunately that link isnt applicable to the report. This is harm to the public and you havent read the
supporting data. You have not had the time to understand what is being reported. Thanks
This is a starting point: https://peerlessreads.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/CvFNF_GovtKiller.mp4
My Aﬃdavit then the 7 points need to be read and comprehended fully
Please call me once a responsible oﬃcer has read and digested the data and we can make some progress
and save millions of lives. Thanks Bruce Lamb CLC +447976302068
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